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Foreword
By Chester E. Finn, Jr.
Eleven weeks back, those of us at the Fordham Institute reported that current accountability systems in most states give
primary and middle school educators scant reason to attend to the learning of high-achieving youngsters—which is to say,
those systems generally fail to create incentives, rewards, or even transparency regarding the learning gains that schools are
producing for students who have already crossed the proficiency threshold.
We coupled that bleak finding with a reminder that the new federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) creates a rare
opportunity for state leaders to rethink their accountability systems and thereby set matters right.
Now we’re back with a similar appraisal of state accountability regimes as they affect high schools. This one isn’t quite as
gloomy, as we find more states paying attention to high achievers in the upper grades—and the structure of high school is
more amenable to such attention, given the scope it affords for acceleration of various kinds.
Not as gloomy, no, but not exactly rosy, as we can identify just four states that are doing it well today (Georgia, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Texas) and four more (Alabama, Idaho, Louisiana, and New York) that are clearly moving in the right
direction based on their recently released plans for holding schools accountable under ESSA.
As we found in the earlier grades, most states’ accountability systems for high schools lean heavily on proficiency rates—
measuring the proportion of students who reach the proficient level on state tests. That’s not a great metric for school
quality in the first place, considering how closely it correlates to student demographics and prior achievement rather than
illumining the school’s true effectiveness as a learning engine. But it’s doubly lacking with respect to high achievers, as it
signals to schools that those kids—who were already proficientt on the first day of the school year—“aren’t your problem.”
Why sweat teaching them more when the school gets no credit for doing so? (Fortunately for the kids, many rightthinking educators do pay attention to their students’ needs and opportunities, not just to state-level ratings and policy
machinations.)
Accountability schemes for high schools have also focused heavily on boosting graduation rates. That’s an important thing
to do but, again, does little for high achievers, nearly all of whom were already on track to graduate. Along the way, we
must also note, the push to raise graduation rates has fostered such dubious practices as ersatz “credit-recovery” options
for those who didn’t take or pass the requisite courses the first time around and who may therefore not get truly equivalent
learning, even if they wind up with a diploma.
Nevertheless, we’re pleased to report some positive developments. For example, we found twenty-one states giving (or
planning to give) high schools some accountability points for helping students earn college credits before graduation via
Advanced Placement (AP), dual enrollment, early college, and the International Baccalaureate (IB). Note that we only
laud states that focus on the actual attainment of college credit during high school—for instance, rewarding schools where
lots of kids pass AP tests (i.e., performance), not where they get a lot more kids simply to enroll in AP courses (i.e., access).
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The impulse to get more students, especially poor and minority youngsters, into such advanced options is entirely
commendable, but here, too, a worthy goal can have unintended side effects—in this case, by leading to the inclusion of
students who aren’t actually prepared to succeed in more challenging academic settings. It’s not clear from the research
literature that sitting in an advanced classroom but not succeeding in the course itself does a student much good. And
one must also ask whether such an approach is good for the high-ability kids in those classrooms who truly are prepared to
get the most from them. All too often, we sense, those who forfeit some of the benefit of such learning opportunities are
themselves from disadvantaged backgrounds, as it is their schools—not the fancy high schools in posh suburbs—that tug
hardest to open those classroom doors wider and push kids through them who may (through no fault of their own) not be
up to the challenges within.
Again on the mostly positive side, we find thirty-two states that calculate—or intend to calculate—academic growth at
the high school level using models that include high achievers. That does not, however, mean that they necessarily give
sufficient emphasis to growth versus proficiency.
As is evident from the to-ing and fro-ing in the paragraphs above, the dark clouds we spotted on the high school horizon
often have silver linings, just as the fluffy ones carry some threat of gloom. That’s simply the state of school accountability in
the U.S. today. So yes, we see a positive overall trend, as a number of states begin to upgrade their accountability systems
in ways favorable to high achievers. But—as demonstrated by the blunt fact that we can only confer overall high marks on
eight states at this time—there is a long way to go.
It’s important for America’s future that we persevere in that journey, because our track record at the high end of academic
achievement at the high school level has been seriously disappointing for far too long. Whatever modest gains we wrought
in the early grades in the NCLB era, as gauged by measures such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), twelfth-grade scores have been flatlining for decades, especially at what NAEP terms an advanced level. The
same is true of SAT and ACT scores. As for international metrics such as PISA and TIMSS, we’re being sorely outclassed by
far too many other countries, both in the fraction of our young people who reach the upper ranks on those metrics and in
the representation of lower-SES and minority youngsters (save for Asian Americans) among those who do make it.
Getting the accountability system right for high achievers will not, in and of itself, propel us into the top tier of high
achievement on a global scale, but it’s a key component of such propulsion.
Fortunately, states now have an opportunity to put America’s schools on the right path. It will take leadership and courage,
however, as naysayers will always insist that any attention given to high achievers is inherently elitist, if not classist or racist.
These nattering nabobs of negativity are simply wrong. There are hundreds of thousands of American teenagers ready to
work harder, reach higher, and go further, if only we give them the chance. Many are kids of color and come from poor
families. They deserve our attention. State accountability systems can send strong signals about who matters. The right
answer is everyone—including high achievers.
A word of caution for those who read this report alongside our earlier look at accountability for elementary and middle
schools: the ratings we assign to states in the two reports aren’t directly comparable because our metric has changed. And
both reports arise from surveys of a changing landscape. ESSA is already triggering revisions in some state accountability
systems, and the elapsed time between our two surveys has brought some changes. For example, in the eleven weeks
since the first report, Idaho, Louisiana, and New York have released new accountability plans that dramatically impact their
scores. We hope this new analysis helps to usher in many more such gains.
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Executive Summary
In this report, we examine the extent to which states’ current (or planned) accountability systems for high schools attend
to the needs of high-achieving students and how these systems might be redesigned under the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) to better serve all students. (Part I of this report examined rating systems for elementary and middle schools.)
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA:
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives for
getting more students to an advanced level.

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—count
at least as much as achievement.

4.

Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate.

Based on these four design features, we rate states’ current (or planned) accountability systems using the rubric below and
the most recent publicly available information. (See Table ES-1.)
TABLE ES-1: RUBRIC FOR RATING HIGH SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS
INDICATOR
1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic achievement using a model that
gives additional credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a model that includes the
progress of all individual students, not just those below the "proficient" line?

3.

When calculating summative high school ratings, does the state assign at least
as much weight to "growth for all students" as it does to achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college
credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Total number of stars possible

RATING

NA*

A maximum of 3 or 4 stars

* State doesn’t calculate summative school ratings
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This rubric is the basis for two sets of ratings: one for the thirty-nine states (plus the District of Columbia) that calculate
(or intend to calculate) summative school ratings and one for the eleven states that don’t (or don’t plan to) take this step.
(See Tables ES-2 and ES-3.)
TABLE ES-2: RESULTS FOR STATES WITHOUT SUMMATIVE SCHOOL RATINGS
Idaho, New York, Ohio
(None)
California, Kansas, New Jersey, Tennessee
Maryland, Montana, North Dakota, South Carolina
TABLE ES-3: RESULTS FOR STATES WITH SUMMATIVE SCHOOL RATINGS
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, Texas
Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
New Mexico
Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, Wyoming
Arizona, District of Columbia, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah,
West Virginia, Wisconsin
Illinois, Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia
As these ratings suggest, most current (and planned) state accountability systems provide high schools with few incentives
to focus on their high-achieving students. In fact, our analysis indicates that just five states with summative school ratings—
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and Texas—and three that lack such ratings—Idaho, New York, and Ohio—
have established (or have plans to create) truly praiseworthy systems.1
Our results also highlight the specific areas where states need to improve:
»»

Thirty-two states estimate academic growth at the high school level using a model that includes high achievers. Of
the eighteen states that fail to do this, eleven don’t estimate growth at the high school level and five don’t estimate
growth at any grade level. The others either fail to rate the schools' growth (Virginia) or use a growth-to-proficiency
model that doesn’t include high achievers (Oklahoma). Given that student growth is the best way to evaluate
schools’ impact on student achievement—and the best way to signal that all kids matter—this finding is extremely
alarming.

»»

Only twenty-one states assign (or plan to assign) at least as much weight to "growth for all students" as they do to
achievement when calculating summative high school ratings. Seven states assign some weight to "growth for all
students" but not as much as they assign to achievement. And eleven states and the District of Columbia assign no
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weight to this measure. (Eleven states don’t calculate summative school ratings.) Again, given the importance of
growth measures, this finding is very disappointing.
»»

Twenty-one states rate (or plan to rate) high schools’ success in helping students earn college credit before
graduation via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs. However, at least five of these states (Idaho, Louisiana,
New Mexico, New York, and Texas) also rate schools on their participation in advanced coursework, which may
create incentives for schools to enroll students who are unprepared for those classes. And three states (Hawaii,
Illinois, and West Virginia) rate (or plan to rate) schools solely on the number of students who participate in (or
pass) advanced classes, which we believe is a mistake.

»»

Sixteen states and the District of Columbia rate (or plan to rate) high schools’ achievement using an indicator that
gives additional credit for students who achieve at an advanced level, such as a performance index.

Unfortunately, regarding this last point, it is unclear from the draft regulations published by the federal Department
of Education if such indices will be allowed under ESSA, meaning those seventeen states may be required to resume
measuring academic achievement via proficiency rates alone. That’s a shame, as research suggests that measuring school
quality via proficiency rates is a deeply flawed approach that encourages principals and teachers to narrowly focus attention
on students performing just above or below the proficiency line.2
For this reason, we have one major recommendation for the Department of Education:

Allow states to rate academic achievement using a performance index.
Such an allowance is both consistent with ESSA and in the best interests of students. Rather than once again encouraging
schools to focus on “bubble kids” as they did under NCLB, the department’s final regulations should allow—or, better yet,
encourage—performance metrics that account for the achievement of all students.
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Introduction
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states have an opportunity to design school rating systems
that improve upon the NCLB model. One of the most important improvements they can make is to ensure that their
accountability systems encourage schools to pay attention to all students.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems put in place before it), but it had a pernicious flaw. Namely,
it created strong incentives for schools to focus all their energy on helping low-performing students achieve proficiency
and graduate from high school, ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and
math tests and earn a diploma regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen
significant achievement growth and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty
years but smaller gains for its top students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. Doing so is important for a variety of reasons. First, it’s a much fairer way of evaluating
schools’ impact on student achievement than looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student
demographics, family circumstance, and prior achievement. But just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can
eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore their high achievers.
ESSA maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school, as well
as the mandate that states adopt accountability systems that lead to ratings for schools. Such systems must include four
types of indicators: academic achievement (which can include student growth); high school graduation rates; growth
toward English proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or
student success. Each of the first three academic indicators must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, count
“much more” than the fourth.
Here we examine whether each state’s high school accountability system prioritizes high achievers. We do not examine
the quality of states’ standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance. (See “Important Issues Beyond the Scope of This
Analysis.")
Our analysis also illustrates how states can seize the opportunity under ESSA to redesign their high school accountability
systems and make high achievers a bigger priority in determining school ratings.
This last point is especially important because many state accountability systems are currently in flux due to
recent changes allowed by Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) waivers, the coming changes
driven by ESSA implementation, and the ongoing transition to new, tougher assessments linked to new, tougher
standards. States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change.
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Please understand that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that does right
by high achievers—which we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing
regimes are becoming stable once again.

Important Issues beyond the Scope of This Analysis
In addition to browsing through this report, we encourage readers to spend time with the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation’s
annual fifty-state report card on closing the excellence gap, which paints a comprehensive picture of the variety of state
policies that can support high-achieving students. After all, the four design features examined here do not encompass
everything that states could be doing to encourage schools to serve their high-achieving students well, nor does our
analysis capture all of the critical elements of a state accountability system as they pertain to high achievers. Most notably,
we do not consider the content standards and tests that states have adopted, both of which are worth some discussion.
The foundation of any well-designed accountability system is a set of clear, demanding academic standards such as the
Common Core State Standards for English and math, which are still in place in more than forty states (despite the political
backlash against them). As readers likely know, the Fordham Institute has been a staunch defender of these standards,
which we’ve found to be stronger—in substance, in rigor, and in clarity—than what three-quarters of the states had in
place before their adoption and on par with the rest. Yet we’ve also warned that they should not be used as an excuse to
eliminate services for the nation’s academic superstars. (See our white paper, written by Jonathan Plucker, Common Core
and America’s High-Achieving Students.) Though the Common Core standards aim higher than most of the expectations
that came before them, they still don’t aim high enough for the country’s top students. No standards could. Consequently,
we’ve excluded an evaluation of state content standards from this analysis.
The quality of state assessments matters enormously too, and here we wish we could collect data, especially about the
capacity of state tests to accurately measure the performance and growth of students who are well above grade level (that is,
whether the assessments contain enough cognitively difficult questions to capture growth at the high end). Unfortunately,
a provision of NCLB requiring that all students take the “same tests” was interpreted by both the George W. Bush and
Barack Obama administrations as requiring “on-grade-level” testing, effectively prohibiting states from building tests that
were accurate for students well above (or below) grade level.
Though the intent of that decision was pure—it prevents states from setting lower expectations for and administering easier
tests to low-performing kids—it has curtailed the use of computer-adaptive testing and other strategies for accurately
measuring performance at the top of the achievement distribution. Consequently, even the new Smarter Balanced
assessments, which are computer adaptive, have been unable to precisely measure the achievement of students well
above grade level.
Thankfully, ESSA eliminates this federal hurdle by giving explicit congressional approval to truly adaptive testing (both
above and below grade level) as long as students are tested on grade-level items as well.
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Methods
In our view, states should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA:
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)

4.

Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.
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Scoring
Based on the four design features listed above, we rated the school accountability systems in the fifty states and the
District of Columbia using the rubric shown below and the most recent publicly available information. (See Table 1 and
“Data Collection”). In particular, we reviewed report cards for high schools, as well as state documents explaining the
nitty-gritty of how school ratings are (or will be) calculated.
TABLE 1: RUBRIC FOR RATING STATE ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
INDICATOR
1.

Does the state rate schools’ academic achievement using a model that gives
additional credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a model that includes the
progress of all individual students, not just those below the "proficient" line?

3.

When calculating summative high school ratings, does the state assign at least
as much weight to "growth for all students" as it does to achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college
credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Total number of stars possible

RATING

NA*

A maximum of 3 or 4 stars

* State doesn’t calculate summative school ratings

Data Collection
The data in this report reflect information that was publicly available as of October 5, 2016.3 To collect this information,
we scanned state department of education websites for accountability-related documents (such as guides to school
rating systems) and inspected school report cards to see what information states reported. For the sake of transparency,
we include screenshots of some these documents in the exhibits of the state profiles. To ensure that the information was
as up-to-date as possible, we gave state officials the opportunity to review their state’s profile before publication (though
not every state responded).
The task of evaluating state accountability systems is complicated by the fact that so many of them are in flux. Consequently,
throughout this report we take the following approach: When a state has publicly committed to changes that satisfy the
requirements of one of our indicators, we acknowledge that fact by giving it credit for those changes. However, when a
state’s intent is ambiguous or unclear, we do not give credit. Thus, because the process of revising a state’s accountability
system is often a lengthy and iterative one, our scores sometimes reflect a mix of states’ current and intended systems.
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Results
Our analysis suggests that most current (or planned) state accountability systems provide high schools with few incentives
to focus on their high-achieving students. However, there is a great deal of variation between states.
For a more nuanced view, it is helpful to distinguish between states that produce summative ratings of school quality and
those that do not. As mentioned in previous sections, states could earn a maximum of either three or four stars depending
on whether they combined the indicators by which schools are judged into single grades or ratings. Thus, the thirty-nine
states (plus the District of Columbia) that assign such ratings for high schools could earn a maximum of four stars, while
the eleven states that don’t assign them could earn a maximum of three.
We present the results for both groups of states below, as well as the results for each individual indicator.

States without Summative School Ratings (Maximum of Three Stars)
As shown in Table 2, the states that lack summative school ratings do little to encourage high schools to focus on their high
achievers, with three exceptions: Ohio, which is the only state whose extant accountability system earns three out of three
stars, and Idaho and New York, whose planned systems also earn full marks.
TABLE 2: RESULTS FOR STATES WITHOUT SUMMATIVE SCHOOL RATINGS
Idaho, New York, Ohio
(None)
California, Kansas, New Jersey, Tennessee
Maryland, Montana, North Dakota, South Carolina
We view Ohio’s high school accountability system as the best in the country for high achievers: it gives schools additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level and rates both their growth (using a model that includes the progress of
all students) and their success in helping students earn college credit (via AP, IB, or dual enrollment) before graduating.
The systems Idaho and New York have proposed will also do these things.
Less impressive are the four states in this group that earn only one of three possible stars—California, Kansas, New
Jersey, and Tennessee—which do little to incentivize schools to focus on their brightest students. And even worse are the
four states that earn zero stars—Maryland, Montana, North Dakota, and South Carolina—which do virtually nothing to
encourage schools on this front. None of these states reward high schools where students achieve at an advanced level or
earn college credit before graduating, and none rate (or report) growth at the high school level.
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States with Summative School Ratings (Maximum of Four Stars)
As shown in Table 3, of the thirty-nine states (plus the District of Columbia) that assign summative school ratings, five
(Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and Texas) earn the maximum of four stars and might be considered leaders
when it comes to encouraging high schools to focus on their high achievers. All of these states use (or plan to use) growth
models that include high achievers at the high school level and make "growth for all students" count for at least as much
as achievement when calculating summative high school ratings. Furthermore, all five states give high schools additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level and rate their success in helping students earn college credit before
graduating.
TABLE 3: RESULTS FOR STATES WITH SUMMATIVE SCHOOL RATINGS
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, Texas
Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
New Mexico
Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, Wyoming
Arizona, District of Columbia, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah,
West Virginia, Wisconsin
Illinois, Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia
Like the states that earn four stars, the nine states that earn three stars out of four include high-achieving students in their
growth model and assign at least as much weight to "growth for all students" as they do to achievement. However, three
states in this group don’t rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college credit before graduating, and four
don’t give additional credit for students who achieve at an advanced level on state tests.
Eleven states earn two stars out of four, meaning they do little to encourage a focus on high achievers. Most of these
states include high-achieving students in their growth model and assign at least as much weight to growth as achievement.
However, only five rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college credit before graduating, and just two
(Connecticut and Missouri) give additional credit for students achieving at an advanced level.
Similarly, eight states (plus the District of Columbia) earn one star out of four, meaning they do very little to encourage a
focus on high-achieving students. Of these states, only Oklahoma currently rewards schools that help students earn college
credit before graduating. And only Nebraska, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia give additional credit
for students achieving at an advanced level on state tests. The other four states in this group—Arizona, North Carolina,
Utah, and West Virginia—include high achievers in their growth model but inexplicably assign less weight to "growth for all
students" than they do to proficiency rates.
Finally, six states earn zero stars—Illinois, Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Vermont, and Virginia—meaning that
they discourage high schools from focusing on their brightest students (usually because they rely heavily on proficiency
rates with no additional credit for advanced achievement).
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In short, although high school accountability systems do a somewhat better job of drawing attention to high achievers than
their elementary and middle school counterparts, there is still much room for improvement. Despite ample opportunity
to do so over the past few years, most states have largely failed to move beyond the flawed approach to accountability
embodied in No Child Left Behind, which placed undue emphasis on proficiency (and graduation) at the expense of
students who will easily exceed those minimal standards.

Results for Individual Indicators
Disaggregating our results by indicator largely confirms our central finding that most state accountability systems do little
to encourage high schools to focus on their high achievers, though our analysis does identify a few bright spots.

Most states rate high schools’ growth using a model that includes high-achieving students
Encouragingly, thirty-two states now rate (or plan to rate) student growth at the high school level using a model that
includes high achievers, meaning they reward growth beyond the threshold for proficiency. (See Table 4, page 19.) That
number represents real progress from a few years ago, when such an approach was considered unlawful under NCLB. Of
the states in this group, eighteen use a student growth percentile model, seven use a multivariate value-added model, four
use a categorical-growth model, and three use a gain-score model.4
Of the eighteen states (plus the District of Columbia) that don’t rate high schools’ growth using a model that includes high
achievers, eleven rate elementary and middle schools’ growth but have yet to develop a growth model for high schools,
and five (plus the District of Columbia) have yet to develop a growth model for any grade. (See Figure 1.) Oklahoma is the
only state that rates high schools’ growth using a growth-to-proficiency model, which does nothing to encourage schools
to pay attention to students who are already proficient. Meanwhile, Virginia has developed a growth model but, as far as
we can tell, doesn't use it to rate schools’ growth.5
FIGURE 1: MOST STATES RATE HIGH SCHOOLS’ GROWTH USING A MODEL THAT INCLUDES HIGH ACHIEVERS

State rates high schools' growth using a model that includes high achievers
Student growth percentile model (18)

Categorical growth model (4)

Multivariate value-added model (7)

Gain score model (3)

State does not rate high schools' growth using a model that includes high achievers
No growth model at the high school level (11)

Growth-to-proficiency model (1)

No growth model at any grade level (6)

Growth model for teachers only (1)
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Most states don’t give schools additional credit for
students achieving at an advanced level
Sixteen states and the District of Columbia rate (or
plan to rate) high schools’ achievement using a model
that gives additional credit for students achieving at
an advanced level. (See Table 4, page 19.) In most of
these cases, states have created an achievement index
that gives schools partial credit for getting students to
a basic level, full credit for getting them to a proficient
level, and additional credit for getting them to an
advanced level (or something along those lines).6
Unfortunately, it’s unclear from the Department of
Education’s proposed regulations whether states will
be allowed to use such indices as one of their academic
indicators (see sidebar). Obviously, we believe that
they should be allowed to do so—and that the statute
provides plenty of room for such an interpretation.7

Most states don’t assign as much weight to "growth
for all students" as they do to achievement
Just twenty-one states assign as much weight to "growth
for all students" as they do to achievement (in English
language arts and math), and eleven states (plus the
District of Columbia) assign no weight to this measure.
(See Figure 2.)
Some states base a significant proportion of their
summative school ratings on growth but base some or
all of their growth ratings on growth for low-performing
students or other subgroups, as opposed to "growth
for all students." For example, West Virginia bases 42
percent of high schools’ grades on a variety of growthbased measures but just 5 percent on "growth for all
students."

17

Recommendation for the U.S.
Department of Education
As state officials repeatedly reminded us during the
drafting of this report, state accountability systems must
abide by Uncle Sam’s requirements. Thus, the degree to
which states can improve these systems in the coming
years depends greatly on how the U.S. Department of
Education views its role under the new law.
In light of these circumstances, we have one major
recommendation for the Department of Education:

Allow states to rate achievement
using a performance index.
ESSA requires the use of an academic-achievement
indicator that “measures proficiency on the statewide
assessments in reading/language arts and mathematics.”
But there are multiple ways to interpret this.
Unfortunately, the department’s proposed regulations
seem to expect states to use proficiency rates to
measure school performance. This is a mistake that will
encourage schools to focus on “bubble kids”—those just
above or below the proficiency cutoff—exactly as they
did under NCLB.
Instead, the department’s final regulations should allow
or even encourage performance metrics that account
for the achievement of all students, using practices such
as proficiency indices or average scale scores. Such a
regulation would be consistent with ESSA and would
encourage schools to focus on all kids—as they should.

Similarly, some states assign significant weight to other
growth measures (such as growth to proficiency) that exclude progress for high achievers and thus do not count as "growth
for all students." For example, Oklahoma bases 50 percent of high schools’ grades on growth-to-proficiency measures.
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Though no doubt well intentioned, both of these approaches give schools an incentive to ignore their high-achieving
students, especially in high-poverty settings where many kids are below grade level. Why not use a growth model that
includes all students instead? And why not weight all students’ growth equally, or at least make "growth for all students"
count for more of a school’s summative rating?
FIGURE 2: STATES ASSIGN LITTLE WEIGHT TO "GROWTH FOR ALL STUDENTS" AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL
15
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Most states don’t rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college credit before graduating
Twenty-one states rate high schools’ success in helping students earn college credit before graduation via AP, IB, and/
or dual-enrollment programs. (See Table 4.) However, five of these states (Idaho, Louisiana, New Mexico, New York,
and Texas) also rate schools on students’ participation in advanced coursework—which, if not done carefully, may create
incentives for schools to enroll students who are unprepared for those classes. And Hawaii, Illinois, and West Virginia rate
(or plan to rate) schools solely on the number of students who participate in (or pass) advanced classes, which we believe
is a mistake.
Rating schools based on the number of students who participate in advanced courses gives them a dangerous incentive
to enroll unprepared students in these courses, so it is far better to rate schools based on the number of students who
succeed in these courses. For AP, the easiest way to do this is to reward schools where students score a three or higher on
the exam. For IB, schools should earn points for students who score a four or higher. For dual enrollment, states might set
external quality standards (for example, by giving points only for students whose dual-enrollment credits are accepted by
the state’s four-year universities). Admittedly, we are more comfortable with states granting credit for students passing AP
or IB tests than for students earning dual-enrollment credit, as the latter rarely comes with external quality controls.
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TABLE 4: SUMMATIVE RATINGS FOR EACH STATE BY INDICATOR
make "growth
include high

for all students"

for advanced

achievers in

count at least

achievement

growth model

as much as

give extra credit

STATE

achievement

rate schools’
success in helping
students earn

RATING

college credit

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

NA

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho

NA

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

NA

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

NA

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

NA

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
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make "growth
include high

for all students"

for advanced

achievers in

count at least

achievement

growth model

as much as

give extra credit

STATE

achievement

New Jersey

20

rate schools’
success in helping
students earn

RATING

college credit

NA

New Mexico
New York

NA

North Carolina
North Dakota

NA

Ohio

NA

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

NA

South Dakota
Tennessee

NA

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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Closing Thoughts
Since the advent of ESEA waivers, and certainly now under ESSA, states have had greater power to fix the flaws inherent in
NCLB and signal to schools that all students—including high achievers—matter.
Admirably, most states have taken advantage of their additional flexibility to adopt robust growth models. But inexplicably,
most have failed to put these growth models at the center of their school accountability systems. As a result, they have
maintained one of NCLB’s biggest problems—a focus on getting kids to proficiency and to graduation.
States now have a chance to do better. Although there may be a temptation for officials to simply tweak the systems that
were developed under federal waivers, that would be an enormous mistake and a lost opportunity. Instead, almost every
state in the land could dramatically upgrade its high school accountability system by putting more emphasis on student
growth, giving schools additional credit for getting kids to advanced levels of achievement, and giving high schools an
incentive to help able students earn college credit before they graduate.
High-achieving students—especially those growing up in poverty—need all the attention they can get. They were an
afterthought when NCLB was crafted fifteen years ago. Let’s not make the same mistake again.
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Endnotes
1.

New York's rating is based on "high level concepts" documents released by the State Education Department on
October 18, 2016. According to the NYSED website, feedback on these concepts will be gathered during the
remainder of 2016 and into 2017. That feedback "will inform the draft ESSA plan to be presented to the Board of
Regents for approval. After the Board approves the plan, the Department will submit the plan to the Governor for
review and the U.S. Department for Education for approval in 2017." See here for more: http://www.nysed.gov/
news/2016/state-education-department-proposes-high-level-concepts-draft-every-student-succeeds-act. (Note
that New York would not have rated as highly had we rated its existing system.)

2.

For better ways the Department of Education could address this issue, see Morgan Polikoff et al., “A letter to the
U.S. Department of Education (updated July 14),” MorganPolikoff.com (July 12, 2016), https://morganpolikoff.
com/2016/07/12/a-letter-to-the-u-s-department-of-education/.

3.

One exception to this rule is New York, which released its "high level concepts" for ESSA accountability on
October 18. Because this document significantly impacted New York's overall rating, we felt it was only right to
update our data to reflect the information it contained.

4.

Our definitions are taken from “A Practitioner’s Guide to Growth Models,” Council of Chief State School Officers,
2013, http://www.ccsso.org/Documents/2013GrowthModels.pdf.

5.

Virginia calculates value added for teachers but not schools. The District of Columbia also fails to rate schools’
growth, though its primary charter school authorizer (the District of Columbia Public Charter School Board, which
oversees 45 percent of the city’s schools) does so as part of its accountability system.

6.

One exception is Nebraska, which takes an average of students’ raw test scores (thus rewarding improvement
across the achievement distribution).

7.

See, for example, Morgan Polikoff et al., “A letter to the U.S. Department of Education (updated July 14).”
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Alabama
FOUR STARS OUT OF FOUR

Alabama’s planned high school accountability system is one of the best in the country for high achievers.
Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, t Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating systems that
improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Alabama’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Alabama’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Alabama’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Alabama will give additional credit for students achieving
at an advanced level. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Alabama is moving to a student growth percentile model.2

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" will
count for 30 percent of summative school ratings, while
achievement will count for 20 percent. (See Exhibit B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Alabama will rate high schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduating. (See Exhibit C.)
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Alaska
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Alaska’s accountability system encourages high schools to focus on the academic growth of all students,
including high achievers. Rewarding schools where students earn college credit via AP, IB, or dual
enrollment programs would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Alaska's system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Alaska’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Alaska’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Alaska does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Alaska uses a categorical growth model.3 A categorical
growth model compares the performance categories that
students fall into from one year to the next.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

"Growth for all students" counts for between 24 percent
and 40 percent of summative high school ratings, while
achievement counts for just 20 percent.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Alaska does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5
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Arizona
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Arizona includes high-achieving students in its growth model but does little else to encourage high schools
to pay attention to them.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Arizona’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Arizona’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Arizona’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Arizona does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Arizona uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement counts for 44
percent of summative school ratings, while "growth for all
students" counts for 25 percent. (See Exhibits A and B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Arizona does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.4
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Arkansas
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Arkansas’s accountability system encourage high schools to focus on their high
achievers. Rewarding schools where students earn college credit via AP, IB, or dual enrollment programs
would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Arkansas’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Arkansas’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Arkansas’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Arkansas gives additional credit for students achieving at
an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Arkansas uses a multivariate value-added model.3 A
multivariate value-added model estimates a school's
contribution to students' academic growth by comparing
their actual growth to their expected growth based on
prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, both "growth for all students" and
achievement count for 33 percent of summative school
ratings.4

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Arkansas reports some of these data, but the number of
students who earn college credit before graduating plays
no role in determining summative high school ratings.5
(See Exhibit A.)
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California
ONE STAR OUT OF THREE

California’s new accountability system will rate high schools based on the number of students who earn
college credit before graduation. However, its emphasis on proficiency rates gives schools an incentive to
ignore their high achievers.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine California’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined California’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does California’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

California’s new achievement indicator does not give
additional credit for students achieving at an advanced
level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

California has yet to develop a growth model, though
it is exploring the possibility of using a gain score or
multivariate value-added model.3

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

4.

48

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

California will not calculate summative school ratings
under its new accountability system.4 (See Exhibit A.)

California will rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5
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Colorado
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Colorado’s high school accountability system emphasizes the growth and achievement of all students.
Rewarding schools where students earn college credit via AP, IB, or dual enrollment programs would
further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Colorado’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Colorado’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Colorado’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Colorado will base its new academic achievement indicator
on a school’s average scale score, thereby rewarding
advanced achievement. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Colorado will use a student growth percentile model.
(See Exhibit A.) A student growth percentile model will
compare students to peers with similar achievement in the
previous school year by ranking them based on their yearto-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" will
count for 40 percent of summative school ratings, while
achievement will count for 30 percent. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Colorado will not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating. (See
Exhibit A.)
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Connecticut
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Connecticut’s high school accountability system rewards several forms of advanced achievement.
Developing a growth measure for high schools would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Connecticut’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Connecticut’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Connecticut’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Connecticut gives additional credit for students achieving
at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Connecticut does not rate schools’ growth at the high
school level. (See Exhibit A.)

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Achievement counts for 48 percent of summative high
school ratings, while "growth for all students" receives no
weight. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Connecticut rates high schools’ success in earning college
credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment
programs. (See Exhibit B.)
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Delaware
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Delaware’s accountability system give high schools an incentive to focus on their
high-achieving students. Rewarding schools that help students achieve at an advanced level on state tests
would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Delaware’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Delaware’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Delaware’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Delaware does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2 (See Exhibits A and B.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Delaware uses a gain score model. 3 A gain score model
measures the absolute improvemvent in students'
achievement (in points) using a common scale.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" counts
for 45 percent of summative school ratings, while
achievement counts for 25 percent.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Delaware high schools earn points for students who score
a three or higher on AP exams, or a four or higher on IB
exams.5 (See Exhibit B.)
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District of Columbia
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Although D.C.’s charter school authorizer uses growth to evaluate its high schools, its state education
agency’s accountability system is based on proficiency rates, giving all high schools—but especially those
run by the traditional school district—a strong incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine the Distrcit of Columbia's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—
the most recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or
sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined the District of Columbia’s rating systems for elementary and
middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers
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(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
4.

Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does the District of Columbia’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR
1.

RATINGS

NOTES

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

D.C. gives additional credit for students achieving at an
advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

The D.C. Public Charter School Board uses a student
growth percentile model to rate charter schools’
growth. However, the state education agency’s current
accountability system—used for both public charter
schools and the District of Columbia Public Schools—
doesn’t include student growth as a factor.3

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth plays no part in determining summative ratings
in the state education agency’s current system, though it
accounts for 25 percent of the Board’s summative high
school ratings.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Although the D.C. Public Charter School Board rates
schools based on their AP/IB performance, these measures
play no part in determining the summative school ratings in
the state education agency’s system.5
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Florida
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Florida’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating. Giving additional credit to schools where students achieve at an advanced level on state tests
would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Florida’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Florida’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Florida’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Florida does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Florida uses a categorical growth model.3 A categorical
growth model compares the performance-level categories
students fall into from one year to the next.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

"Growth for all students" and achievement (in ELA and
math) each count for 20 percent of summative school
ratings. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Florida rates high schools’ success in helping students earn
college credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual
enrollment programs.4 (See Exhibits A and B.)
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Georgia
FOUR STARS OUT OF FOUR

Georgia’s high school accountability system is one of the best in the country for high achievers. Other
states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Georgia’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Georgia’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Georgia’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Georgia gives additional credit for students achieving at a
“distinguished” level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Georgia uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Excluding graduation, achievement counts for 35 percent
of summative high school ratings, while "growth for all
students" counts for 40 percent. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Georgia rates high schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or
dual enrollment programs. (See Exhibit B.)
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Hawaii
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Some features of Hawaii’s accountability system for high schools give them an incentive to focus on
high-achieving students. However, by awarding bonus points for the number of students who pass AP/
IB courses instead of the number who pass the exams, the system encourages schools to enroll students in
courses for which they may not be prepared.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Hawaii’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Hawaii’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Hawaii’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Hawaii does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Hawaii uses a student growth percentile model.2 A student
growth percentile model compares students to peers with
similar achievement in the previous school year by ranking
them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement (in ELA and math) each count for 15 percent
of summative school ratings. (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

High schools earn points for students who pass AP, IB,
and/or dual credit classes. (See Exhibit A.) In our view,
this indicator would be stronger if it were based on AP
and IB test scores, thus rewarding achievement instead
of encouraging schools to enroll students in courses for
which they may not be prepared.

4.
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Idaho
THREE STARS OUT OF THREE

Idaho’s proposed accountability system is among the best in the country for high-achieving students.
Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Idaho’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the state’s
standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Idaho's rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Idaho’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Idaho’s proposed accountability system will use a
performance index to give schools additional credit for
students achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Idaho uses a student growth percentile model.3 A student
growth percentile model compares students to peers with
similar achievement in the previous school year by ranking
them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Under its proposed accountability system, Idaho will not
assign summative ratings to schools.4

Idaho’s proposed accountability system will rate high
schools’ success in helping students earn college credit, via
AP, IB, and/or dual credit programs.5 (See Exhibit A.)
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Illinois
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

The first draft of Illinois’s ESSA implementation plan does very little for high-achieving students, but
there is still time for the state to rethink its approach. We strongly encourage the Illinois State Board
of Education to create an achievement index rather than rely on raw proficiency rates, and to include
achievement on AP/IB tests (rather than equitable access to AP/IB coursework) in its measures of
“school quality.”

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Illinois’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Illinois's rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Illinois’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Illinois’s draft ESSA plan asks stakeholders how its
accountability system can avoid “bubble syndrome” (i.e.,
the tendency of educators to teach to students who are
just above or below the standard for proficiency).2 The
best way to accomplish this is to use existing achievement
data to construct a performance index instead of relying
on raw proficiency rates. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Illinois does not estimate student growth at the high school
level.3

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Illinois does not estimate student growth at the high school
level.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Illinois’s draft ESSA plan suggests that it may include
access to AP/IB coursework as an indicator of high school
quality, which we believe would be a mistake. Rather than
rewarding access, which encourages schools to enroll
students in courses for which they may not be prepared,
Illinois should award points for the proportion of a schools’
students who earn a three on an AP exam or a four on an
IB exam.4

3.

4.
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Indiana
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Indiana’s accountability system encourage high schools to pay attention to their
high-achieving students. Rewarding schools that help students achieve at an advanced level on state tests
would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Indiana’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Indiana's rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Indiana's High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Indiana does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Indiana uses a categorical growth model.3 A categorical
growth model compares the performance-level categories
students fall into from one year to the next.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement each count for 20 percent of a school’s
summative rating.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Indiana rates high schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduating via AP, IB, or dual
enrollment programs.5 (See Exhibit B.)
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Iowa
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Iowa includes high-achieving students in its growth model but its accountability system does little else to
encourage schools to pay attention to them. Rewarding schools that help students achieve at an advanced
level and earn college credit before graduation would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Iowa's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Iowa’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Iowa’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Iowa does not give additional credit for students achieving
at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Iowa uses a gain-score model.3 A gain-score model
measures the absolute improvement in students'
achievement (in points) using a common scale.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement (in ELA and math) each count for 22.5
percent of a school’s summative rating.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Iowa does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5
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Kansas
ONE STAR OUT OF THREE

Kansas includes high-achieving students in its growth model, but its high school report cards provide
parents and policymakers with little information about how well these students are served.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Kansas’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Kansas’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Kansas’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Kansas does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Kansas uses a student growth percentile model.2 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Kansas does not have a system for calculating summative
school ratings. (See Exhibit A.)

Kansas does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating. (See
Exhibit A.)
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Kentucky
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Kentucky’s accountability system encourage high schools to pay attention to highachieving students. Rewarding schools where students earn college credit via AP, IB, or dual enrollment
programs would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Kentucky’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Kentucky’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Kentucky’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Kentucky gives additional credit for students achieving at a
“distinguished” level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Kentucky uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement each count for 20 percent of a school’s
summative rating. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Kentucky does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating, though it
does report school level data on AP performance.4 (See
Exhibit B.)
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Louisiana
FOUR STARS OUT OF FOUR

Louisiana’s proposed high school accountability system is one of the best in the country for high
achievers. Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Louisiana’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Louisiana’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Louisiana’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Louisiana will use a performance index to reward advanced
achievement.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Louisiana will use a model that considers the growth of all
students (most likely a multivariate value-added model).3

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Achievement and "growth for all students" will each count
for 25 percent of a high school’s summative rating.4 (See
Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

High schools will earn points for AP, IB, and/or dual
enrollment performance and participation.5
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Maine
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Because it is based on proficiency and graduation rates, Maine’s accountability system for high schools
gives them a strong incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Maine’s system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Maine’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Maine’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Maine does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Maine does not estimate student growth at the high school
level.3 (See Exhibit A.)

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth plays no role in determining summative high
school ratings.4 (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Maine does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5 (See
Exhibit A.)

3.

4.
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Maryland
ZERO STARS OUT OF THREE

With an accountability system based on proficiency and graduation rates, Maryland gives high schools a
strong incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Maryland's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Maryland’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Maryland's High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Maryland does not rate high schools’ academic
achievement.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Maryland does not rate high schools’ growth.3

3.

4.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Maryland does not calculate summative school ratings.4
(See Exhibit A.)

Maryland does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5
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Massachusetts
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Massachusetts's accountability system for high schools encourage them to pay
attention to high-achieving students. Rewarding schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Massachusetts’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Massachusetts’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Massachusetts’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Massachusetts gives additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Massachusetts uses a student growth percentile model.3
A student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

"Growth for all students" and achievement (in ELA
and math) each count for 29 percent of high schools'
summative ratings.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Massachusetts does not rate high schools’ success in
helping students earn college credit before graduating.
(See Exhibit A.)
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Including science achievement increases the proportion of a high school’s summative rating that is determined
by achievement to 43 percent. However, because we support a broad curriculum (and growth measures are not
as well established for science as they are for ELA and math) we decided to exclude these measures from our
calculations for this indicator.

5.

“School Leader’s Guide to the 2016 Accountability Determinations,” page 9.
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Michigan
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Michigan’s accountability system for high schools encourages them to focus on all students’ academic
progress. Rewarding schools where students achieve at an advanced level and earn college credit before
graduating would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Michigan’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Michigan’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Michigan’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Michigan does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Michigan uses a student growth percentile model. 3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

"Growth for all students" and achievement each count for
50 percent of high schools’ summative ratings.4

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Michigan does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5

4.
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Minnesota
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Minnesota's accountability system encourages high schools to focus on all students' academic progress.
Rewarding schools where students achieve at a high level and earn college credit before graduating
would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Minnesota’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Minnesota’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Minnesota’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Minnesota does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Minnesota uses a student growth percentile model. 3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, both "growth for all students" and
achievement count for 25 percent of a school’s summative
rating. (See Exhibits A and B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Minnesota does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.4
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Mississippi
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

Several features of Mississippi’s accountability system encourage high schools to pay attention to their
high-achieving students. Rewarding schools that help students achieve at an advanced level on state tests
would further improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Mississippi’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Mississippi’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Mississippi’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Mississippi does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Mississippi uses a categorical growth model.3 A categorical
growth model compares the performance-level categories
students fall into from one year to the next.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, both "growth for all students" and
achievement (in reading and math) count for 22 percent of
a school’s summative rating. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Mississippi rates high schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduating through AP and IB
coursework.4
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Missouri
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

The Missouri School Improvement Program rewards districts where students achieve at an advanced
level. But developing a growth measure for the high school years would give policymakers a better sense
of district performance.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Missouri’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Missouri’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Missouri’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Missouri gives additional credit for students achieving at an
advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Missouri does not estimate growth at the high school
level.3

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Missouri does not estimate growth at the high school level.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Missouri rates districts’ success in helping students earn
college credit before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual
enrollment programs.4 (See Exhibit A.)

3.

4.
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Montana
ZERO STARS OUT OF THREE

With no accountability system to speak of, Montana does nothing to encourage high schools to focus on
high-achieving students—or any other group.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Montana’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Montana’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Montana’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Montana does not rate high schools’ academic
achievement, though it does report these data.2 (See
Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Montana does not have a growth model.3

3.

4.
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When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Montana does not calculate summative school ratings.

Montana does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.
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Nebraska
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Nebraska’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students achieve at an advanced level,
but because the state doesn’t estimate growth at the high school level, it is difficult to know how much
progress these students are making.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Nebraska’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Nebraska’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Nebraska’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Nebraska rates schools’ academic achievement by
averaging students’ raw test scores, thereby giving
additional credit for students who achieve at an advanced
level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Nebraska does not estimate growth at the high school
level.3 (See Exhibit A.)

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Nebraska does not estimate growth at the high school
level.4 (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Nebraska does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5

3.

4.
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Nevada
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Nevada’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating. Assigning more weight to student growth would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Nevada’s system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Nevada’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Nevada's High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Nevada does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Nevada uses a student growth percentile model. 3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement counts for 20
percent of summative school ratings, while "growth for all
students" counts for just 10 percent. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

High schools earn points for students who score a three or
higher on at least one AP exam. 4 (See Exhibit A.)
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New Hampshire
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

New Hampshire’s high school accountability system is based on proficiency and graduation rates, giving
schools a strong incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine New Hampshire’s system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined New Hampshire’s rating systems for elementary and middle
schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers
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(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
4.

Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does New Hampshire’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

New Hampshire does not give additional credit for
students achieving at an advanced level. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

New Hampshire does not estimate student growth at the
high school level.2

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

New Hampshire does not estimate student growth at the
high school level.3

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

New Hampshire does not rate high schools’ success in
helping students earn college credit before graduating.

3.

4.
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New Jersey
ONE STAR OUT OF THREE

New Jersey’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating. It should also reward those that help them achieve at an advanced level on state tests.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine New Jersey’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined New Jersey’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does New Jersey’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

New Jersey does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level. (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

New Jersey does not estimate growth at the high school
level.

3.

4.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

New Jersey does not have a system for calculating
summative school ratings.2

New Jersey rates high schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduation, via AP or IB. (See
Exhibit B.)
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New Mexico
THREE STARS OUT OF FOUR

New Mexico has a sophisticated accountability system that encourages high schools to focus on all
students' academic progress and rewards schools where students earn college credit before graduating.
Replacing the first measure of "current standing" with a performance index would further improve the
system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine New Mexico's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined New Mexico’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does New Mexico’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

New Mexico's first measure of "current standing" does not
give additional credit for students achieving at an advanced
level.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

New Mexico uses several multivariate value-added
models.3 Multivariate value-added models estimate a
school's contribution to students' academic growth by
comparing their actual growth to their expected growth
based on prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
growth for the three highest achieving quartiles count
for 30 percent of a school’s summative rating, while
achievement counts for 20 percent. (See Exhibits A and
B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

New Mexico rates high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.4
(See Exhibits A and B.)
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New York
THREE STARS OUT OF THREE

The “high level concepts” released by the New York State Education Department suggest its planned
accountability system will give schools a stronger incentive to focus on their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine New York’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA.1 We do not examine the quality of the
state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined New York’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.2

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does New York’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

In addition to using a performance index, New York
will give “extra credit” for students who perform at an
advanced level.3 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

New York will use a student growth percentile model.4 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

New York will not calculate summative ratings for most
high schools.5

New York plans to rate high schools based on students’
participation in advanced coursework and performance
on nationally recognized tests.6 We encourage state
policymakers to focus on performance rather than
participation, so schools don’t have an incentive to enroll
students in courses for which they may not be prepared.
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Endnotes
1.

New York's rating is based on "high level concepts" documents released by the State Education Department on
October 18, 2016. According to the NYSED website, feedback on these concepts will be gathered during the
remainder of 2016 and into 2017. That feedback "will inform the draft ESSA plan to be presented to the Board of
Regents for approval. After the Board approves the plan, the Department will submit the plan to the Governor for
review and the U.S. Department for Education for approval in 2017." See here for more: http://www.nysed.gov/
news/2016/state-education-department-proposes-high-level-concepts-draft-every-student-succeeds-act. (Note
that New York would not have rated as highly had we rated its existing system.)

2.

Michael J. Petrilli, et al., High Stakes for High Achievers: State Accountability in the Age of ESSA, pages 199–203,
(District of Columbia: Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 2016), https://edexcellence.net/publications/high-stakes-forhigh-achievers.

3.

“High Concept Idea Summaries: Accountability Measurements and Methodology,” New York State Department of
Education, page 5, accessed October 20, 2016, http://www.p12.nysed.gov/accountability/essa.html.

4.

“2014–15 Technical Report for Growth Measures,” New York State Education Department, accessed July 27,
2016, https://www.engageny.org/file/147081/download/2014-15-technical-report-for-growth-measures.
pdf?token=4Kdm3PMf.

5.

"New York State Education at a Glance," accessed October 21,2016, http://data.nysed.gov/.

6.

“High Concept Idea Summaries: Accountability Measurements and Methodology,” page 13.

7.

“Focus Districts: Identification, Requirements, and Interventions,” slide 12, accessed July 17, 2016, http://www.p12.
nysed.gov/accountability/PPTFocusDistrictWebinar020116.pptx.
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North Carolina
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

North Carolina includes high-achieving students in its growth model but does little else to encourage high
schools to pay attention to them.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine North Carolina’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined North Carolina’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does North Carolina’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

North Carolina does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

North Carolina uses a multivariate value-added model.3
A multivariate value-added model estimates a school's
contribution to students' academic growth by comparing
their actual growth to their expected growth based on
prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement counts for 80
percent of a school’s summative rating, while "growth for
all students" counts for just 20 percent. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

North Carolina does not rate high schools’ success in
helping students earn college credit before graduating.4
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Endnotes
1.

Michael J. Petrilli, et al., High Stakes for High Achievers: State Accountability in the Age of ESSA, pages 204–208,
(District of Columbia: Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 2016), https://edexcellence.net/publications/high-stakes-forhigh-achievers.

2.

“Accountability Brief,” North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, pages 1–2, accessed July 18, 2016, http://
www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/accountability/reporting/schlprfrmbrf15.pdf.

3.

Ibid.

4.

Ibid.

5.

"A.L. Brown High School Performance Grade and Score,” North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction, accessed July 18, 2016, https://ncreportcards.ondemand.sas.com/SASVisualAnalyticsViewer/
VisualAnalyticsViewer_guest.jsp?reportPath=/ReportCard/NC_SRC&reportName=NC+Report+Cards.
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North Dakota
ZERO STARS OUT OF THREE

With an accountability system based on proficiency rates, North Dakota gives high schools a strong
incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine North Dakota’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined North Dakota’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does North Dakota’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

North Dakota does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

North Dakota has yet to develop a growth model.3

3.

4.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

North Dakota does not have a system for calculating
summative school ratings.

North Dakota does not rate high schools’ success in
helping students earn college credit before graduating.
(See Exhibit A.)
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Michael J. Petrilli, et al., High Stakes for High Achievers: State Accountability in the Age of ESSA, pages 209–213,
(District of Columbia: Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 2016), https://edexcellence.net/publications/high-stakes-forhigh-achievers.

2.

“A Guide to the 2014-15 Annual Adequate Yearly Progress Report: August 2015,” North Dakota Department of
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3.

Ibid.

4.

“North Dakota School Plant Profile 2014-2015 – Turtle Mountain Community High School,” North Dakota
Department of Public Instruction, page 6, accessed July 27, 2016, https://www.nd.gov/dpi/reports/profile/1415/
ProfilePlant/4000785670912.pdf.
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Ohio
THREE STARS OUT OF THREE

Ohio’s accountability system is among the best in the country at encouraging high schools to pay
attention to their high-achievers. Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Ohio’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Ohio’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Ohio’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Ohio uses an achievement index to give additional credit
for students achieving at “accelerated,” “advanced,” and
“advanced plus” levels.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Ohio uses a multivariate value-added model.3 A
multivariate value-added model estimates a school's
contribution to students' academic growth by comparing
their actual growth to their expected growth based on
prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Ohio will not calculate summative school ratings until
2018.4

Starting in 2016, schools will earn points for students who
earn a three on AP tests, a four on IB tests, or at least three
dual enrollment credits.5
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Oklahoma
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Oklahoma’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating, but its growth and achievement indicators give schools an incentive to ignore high achievers.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Oklahoma’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Oklahoma’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Oklahoma’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Oklahoma does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Oklahoma uses a growth-to-proficiency model, which
does not reward progress beyond the standard for
proficiency.3

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Achievement counts for 50 percent of a high school’s
summative rating, while growth-to-proficiency for “all
students” counts for just 25 percent. (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Oklahoma gives bonus points to schools that help
students earn college credit through AP and IB courses.4
(See Exhibit A.)
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Oregon
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Oregon’s accountability system gives high schools few incentives to focus on their high-achieving
students. Rewarding schools that help students earn college credit through AP, IB, or dual enrollment
programs would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Oregon’s system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Oregon’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Oregon’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Oregon does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Oregon uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement each count for 20 percent of a school’s
summative rating.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Oregon does not rate schools’ success in helping students
earn college credit before graduating. (See Exhibit A.)
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Pennsylvania
FOUR STARS OUT OF FOUR

Pennsylvania’s high school accountability system is one of the best in the country for high achievers.
Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Pennsylvania's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Pennsylvania’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Pennsylvania’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Pennsylvania gives additional credit for students achieving
at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Pennsylvania uses a multivariate value-added model.3
A multivariate value-added model estimates a school's
contribution to students' academic growth by comparing
their actual growth to their expected growth based on
prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement both count for 40 percent of a school’s
summative rating.4

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Pennsylvania rates high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via AP, IB,
and/or dual enrollment programs.5
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Rhode Island
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Rhode Island plans to reward high schools where students earn college credit before graduating, but it
does little else to encourage a focus on high achievers.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Rhode Island’s plan for rating high school performance under ESSA. We do not examine the quality of
the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Rhode Island’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Rhode Island’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Rhode Island will not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Rhode Island will not rate growth at the high school level.3

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth will play no role in determining summative high
school ratings.4

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Rhode Island will rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.5

3.

4.
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South Carolina
ZERO STARS OUT OF THREE

South Carolina’s accountability system does little to encourage high schools to focus on high achievers.
Developing an individual growth measure for the high school years would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine South Carolina’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined South Carolina’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does South Carolina's High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

South Carolina does not rate high schools’ academic
achievement.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

South Carolina has yet to develop a growth model for high
schools.3

3.

4.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

South Carolina does not calculate summative school
ratings at this time. (See Exhibit A.)

South Carolina does a good job of reporting these data
but does not rate high schools’ success in this area.4 (See
Exhibit B.)
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South Dakota
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Regrettably, South Dakota’s accountability system gives high schools a strong incentive to ignore their
high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine South Dakota's system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined South Dakota’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does South Dakota’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

South Dakota does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2 (See Exhibit A.)

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

South Dakota does not estimate growth at the high school
level.3

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth plays no role in determining summative high
school ratings.4 (See Exhibit B.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

South Dakota does not rate high schools’ success in
helping students earn college credit before graduating.5

3.

4.
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Tennessee
ONE STAR OUT OF THREE

Tennessee includes high-achieving students in its growth model but does little else to encourage high
schools to pay attention to them.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Tennessee’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Tennessee’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Tennessee’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Tennessee does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Tennessee uses a multivariate value-added model.3 A
multivariate value-added model estimates a school's
contribution to students' academic growth by comparing
their actual growth to their expected growth based on
prior achievement and other factors.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Tennessee does not calculate summative school ratings at
this time, though state law requires that it adopt a system
of letter grades by 2017–2018.

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

NA

Tennessee does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating. (See
Exhibit A.)
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Texas
FOUR STARS OUT OF FOUR

Texas’s high school accountability system is one of the best in the country for high-achieving students.
Other states should take heed.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Texas’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Texas’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Texas’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Texas gives additional credit for students from
“economically disadvantaged groups” and “lowest
performing racial/ethnic groups” who achieve at an
advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Texas uses a gain score model.3 A gain score model
measures the absolute improvement in students'
achievement (in points) using a common scale.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, "growth for all students" and
achievement each count for 25 percent of a school’s
summative rating.4 (See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

High schools earn points for AP/IB participation and
performance.5
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Utah
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Utah includes high-achieving students in its growth model but does little else to encourage high schools to
pay attention to them.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Utah’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Utah’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Utah’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Utah does not give additional credit for students achieving
at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Utah uses a student growth percentile model.3 A student
growth percentile model compares students to peers with
similar achievement in the previous school year by ranking
them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement (in ELA and math)
counts for 22 percent of a school’s summative rating, while
"growth for all students" counts for just 16.5 percent. (See
Exhibits A and B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Utah does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating. (See
Exhibit B.)
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Vermont
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Because it is based on proficiency rates, Vermont’s accountability system gives high schools a strong
incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Vermont’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Vermont’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Vermont’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Vermont does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Vermont has yet to develop a growth model.3

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth plays no role in determining a school’s summative
rating. (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Vermont does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.4

3.

4.
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Virginia
ZERO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Because it is based on proficiency and graduation rates, Virginia’s accountability system for high schools
gives them an incentive to ignore their high-achieving students.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Virginia’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Virginia’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Virginia’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Virginia does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Virginia has developed a student growth percentile
model.3 However, because growth doesn’t count towards
a school’s summative rating and isn’t publicly reported we
give no credit for this indicator.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Growth plays no role in determining summative high
school ratings.4

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Virginian reports AP and dual enrollment success rates
at the school level, but neither counts toward a school’s
summative rating. (See Exhibit A.)

4.
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Washington
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Washington’s accountability system rewards high schools that help students earn college credit before
graduating. It should also reward schools that help students achieve at an advanced level on state tests.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Washington’s system for rating high school performance during the 2014–15 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Washington’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Washington’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Washington does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Washington uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement counts for 32–48
percent of a school’s summative rating, while "growth for
all students" counts for at most 16 percent.4 (See Exhibits
A and B.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Schools earn points for students who earn college credit
before graduating via AP, IB, and/or dual credit programs.5
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West Virginia
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

West Virginia includes high-achieving students in its growth model but assigns almost no weight to
"growth for all students" when calculating summative high school ratings. Doubling the weight assigned
to "observed growth" and eliminating "adequate growth" would be an easy way to improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine West Virginia’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most
recent year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for
low performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined West Virginia’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does West Virginia’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

West Virginia does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

West Virginia uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

At the high school level, achievement counts for 35
percent of summative school ratings, while "growth for all
students" counts for just 5 percent.4 (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

High schools earn points for students who pass AP, IB,
and/or dual credit classes.5 In our view, this indicator
would be stronger if it were based on AP and IB test scores,
thereby rewarding achievement instead of encouraging
schools to enroll students in courses for which they may
not be prepared.

4.
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Wisconsin
ONE STAR OUT OF FOUR

Wisconsin’s accountability system rewards schools where students achieve at an advanced level. But
without a growth measure for high schools it is difficult to know when they deserve credit for students’
success.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Wisconsin’s system for rating high school performance during the 2013–14 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Wisconsin’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Wisconsin’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Wisconsin gives additional credit for students achieving at
an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Wisconsin does not estimate growth at the high school
level. (See Exhibit A.)

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

Wisconsin does not estimate growth at the high school
level. (See Exhibit A.)

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Wisconsin does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.3

3.

4.
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Wyoming
TWO STARS OUT OF FOUR

Wyoming’s high school accountability system puts a strong emphasis on growth. Rewarding schools that
help more students achieve at an advanced level would improve the system.

The Purpose of This Analysis
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) grants states more authority over their school accountability systems than did
its predecessor, No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Consequently, states now have an opportunity to design school rating
systems that improve upon the NCLB model, especially when it comes to high achievers.
NCLB meant well (as did many state accountability systems that preceded it), but it had a pernicious flaw: it strongly
incentivized schools to focus exclusively on low-performing students’ “proficiency” and high school graduation rates,
ignoring the educational needs of high achievers, who were likely to pass state reading and math tests and earn a diploma
regardless of what happened in the classroom. This may be why the United States has seen significant achievement growth
and much higher graduation rates for its lowest-performing students over the last twenty years but smaller gains for its top
students.
Starting in 2011, former secretary of education Arne Duncan offered waivers to states that wanted the flexibility to redesign
their accountability systems. In particular, states were allowed to incorporate the use of real student growth measures
into their school determinations. This was a much fairer way of evaluating schools’ impact on student achievement than
looking only at proficiency rates, which are strongly correlated with student demographics, family circumstance, and prior
achievement. And, just as significantly, well-designed growth measures can eliminate the temptation for schools to ignore
their high achievers.
In 2015, Congress replaced NCLB and its waivers with the ESSA, which maintains NCLB’s requirement that states assess
students annually in grades 3–8 and once in high school. Under ESSA, states must now use four types of indicators to
rate high schools: academic achievement (which can include student growth); graduation rates; growth toward English
proficiency for English language learners; and at least one other valid, reliable indicator of school quality or student
success. Furthermore, each of the academic indicators (1–3) must carry “substantial” weight and, in the aggregate, must
count “much more” than the fourth.
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To help states make the most of the ESSA opportunity, we have reviewed how well their present, intended, or most recently
employed accountability systems serve high achievers. If a state’s system doesn’t do a satisfactory job of incentivizing
schools to focus on high achievers, we believe that strengthens the case for changing it materially.
States may think we’re being premature in evaluating their systems during this time of massive change. Please understand
that our primary objective is to identify the design features of an accountability system that works for all students—which
we hope will become the prevailing model now that ESEA is reauthorized and states’ testing regimes are becoming stable
once again.
Here we examine Wyoming’s system for rating high school performance during the 2015–16 school year—the most recent
year for which information is available. We do not examine the quality of the state’s standards, tests, or sanctions for low
performance.
Part I of this report, released in August 2016, examined Wyoming’s rating systems for elementary and middle schools.1

How States Can Prioritize High Achievers in Their High School Accountability Systems
In our view, states can and should take four steps to ensure that the needs of high achievers are prioritized under ESSA.
1.

For the first academic indicator required by ESSA (academic achievement), give high schools incentives
for getting more students to an advanced level. Under ESSA, states will continue to track the percentage of
students who attain proficiency on state tests. They should also give high schools incentives for getting students
to an advanced level (such as level four on Smarter Balanced or level five on PARCC). For example, they might
create an achievement index that gives schools partial credit for getting students to a basic level, full credit for
getting students to a proficient level, and additional credit for getting students to an advanced level. (It's not
entirely clear from the Department of Education’s proposed regulations whether this will be allowed, though we
don’t see anything in the law prohibiting it.)

2.

Use the flexibility provided by ESSA to rate high schools using a true growth model—that is, one that
includes the progress of individual students at all achievement levels and not just those who are lowperforming or below the "proficient" line. Regrettably, some states still don’t consider individual student
growth, don’t use it at the high school level, or use a growth-to-proficiency system that continues to encourage
schools to ignore the needs of students above (or far above) the proficient level. Using true growth models—
such as those that estimate a school’s value added or median growth percentile— is preferable.

3.

When determining summative high school ratings, make growth—across the achievement spectrum—
count at least as much as achievement. The Department of Education’s proposed regulations under ESSA
require states to combine multiple factors into summative school ratings, probably through an index. Each of
the first three indicators (achievement, graduation rate, and progress toward English proficiency) must carry
“substantial” weight. In our view, states should (and, under ESSA, are free to) make growth count at least as
much as achievement does. Otherwise, schools will continue to face an incentive to ignore their high performers.
(States that don’t yet roll their indicators up to a summative rating for the school receive a “not applicable”
designation here.)
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Include an indicator that gives high schools an incentive to help able students earn college credit before
they graduate. One “indicator of school quality or student success” should be the percentage of students who
earn college credit via AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs, which are among the best ways to challenge
high performers. It’s important that states focus on actual attainment of college credit or the equivalent, not just
participation in these programs, lest the incentives encourage the wrong behavior by schools: shoving students
into AP, IB, and/or dual enrollment even if they are not prepared to succeed, leading to frustration on their part
and potentially harming the experience of their higher-achieving peers. Let us also acknowledge the questionable
value of many of today’s dual-enrollment programs. Students are often taught not by college professors but by
high school teachers, and the “college credit” earned doesn’t always transfer to bona fide colleges. States should
therefore encourage more high schools to offer AP and IB courses because those come with external exams,
which ensure program quality and rigor.

Does Wyoming’s High School Accountability System Prioritize High Achievers?
INDICATOR

RATINGS

NOTES

1.

Does the state rate high schools’ academic
achievement using a model that gives additional
credit for students achieving at an advanced level?

Wyoming does not give additional credit for students
achieving at an advanced level.2

2.

Does the state rate high schools’ growth using a
model that includes the progress of all individual
students, not just those below the "proficient"
line?

Wyoming uses a student growth percentile model.3 A
student growth percentile model compares students to
peers with similar achievement in the previous school year
by ranking them based on their year-to-year growth.

3.

When calculating summative high school
ratings, does the state assign at least as much
weight to "growth for all students" as it does to
achievement?

"Growth for all students" and achievement each count for
one-third of a school’s "academic performance rating."
(See Exhibit A.)

4.

Does the state rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating via
AP, IB, and/or dual-enrollment programs?

Wyoming does not rate high schools’ success in helping
students earn college credit before graduating.4 (See
Exhibit A.)
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